
LIME vs Raspberry Pi comparison

One of the main differences is in the distribution and development philosophy. LIME is Open-Source Hardware, meaning you have full
access to the CAD files and can design and sell your own products based on them. Thus even if the LIME boards you've been using go
out of production from the original manufacturer, anyone can continue to make and improve upon them.

As the original A10-OLinuXino-LIME is closest in price to a Raspberry Pi, these comparisons will be against that model.

Similarities:

Both boards run Linux
Both boards can boot from SD card
Both boards have native HDMI with Full HD for connection to TVs

Both boards have two USB hosts, Ethernet
Both boards are about same size

Differences:

LIME has a Cortex-A8 1GHz ARMv7 processor so it runs up to four times faster than RPi, which has
ARM11 ARMv6 obsolete technology
LIME can run standard Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora, Arch, etc., as it uses ARMv7 which is officially
supported, so you have access to the standard repositories and packages for these distributions

LIME's USB hosts can source up to 1A current for the USB devices connected, allowing devices like
USB-3G modems to be connected
LIME has USB-OTG
LIME has a Native 100Mbps Ethernet interface; RPi has a USB-to-Ethernet converter
LIME has Native SATA and SATA power supply which allows hard disks to be attached directly

LIME has two parallel camera interfaces
LIME uses power-efficient DC-DC converters; RPi uses linear regulators (fixed in Model B+)
LIME has 160 GPIOs available; RPi has only 17 GPIOs available
LIME can drive LCDs directly with parallel and LVDS and touchscreen; RPi must use HDMI
LIME has a built-in Lithium Polymer battery charger and step-up converter, so when you attach a LiPo

battery it will be charged, and if external power supply is removed the battery power will be used to
generate all power voltages for the USB host and SATA, i.e. you can run LIME for hours on single 3.7V
LiPo battery
LIME can run Android 4.x; RPi hasn't the power to do this

In addition, you have more powerful options with the LIME family:

For not much more cost, you can get the A20 LIME which uses a dual-core Cortex-A7 SOC that increases the speed by 40% while
decreasing power consumption by 30% compared to the A10 LIME.

LIME2 is a further upgrade with 1GB RAM and Gigabit Ethernet interface, as well as better PCB routing that further increases
performance.

Faster and more powerful designs are in the pipeline now (as of October 2014) for LIME boards with quad-core Cortex-A9 and
octa-core Cortex-A15/A17 processors.

In a year or so, 64-bit Cortex-A57 designs may become reality.


